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Empirical studies of lava flows have attempted to relate flow dimensions to 
conditions of emplacement. Effusion rate (1) and volume erupted (2) have been 
proposed as the dominant controls on flow-field length. These conclusions imply that 
other emplacement parameters (including lava rheology, cooling and groundslope) have 
effects that are either small or counterbalance each other. 

We have investigated the influence of effusion rate and volume on flow length 
using a lava growth model which relates final flow-field dimensions to duration of 
emplacement (3). The model is applicable to aa and blocky lavas (i.e. flows with strongly 
disrupted crusts) and assumes that: (i) flow lengthening is governed by conditions close 
behind the front, where motion is steady, uniform and laminar, and where shear-rates are 
low enough for deformation to be approximately newtonian; (ii) widening and, possibly, 
lengthening are limited by crustal resistance; and (iii) when more than one major flow is 
produced, such flows are active one at a time and are generated from the upper reaches 
of a flow field. 

The model indicates that the length of single flows is proportional to (V sin a)'I2 
[V - flow volume; a = angle of underlying slope] and agrees well with empirical trends 
identified for Hawaiian lavas. Such a length-volume relation shows that single flows are 
not geometrically similar, otherwise flow length (for a given slope) would be proportional 
to v1l3. 

The model also yields that length is approximately proportional to (H sin a)'/' 
Q'I2 [H = mean depth of frontal zone; Q = mean discharge rate along flow]. Energy 
requirements show that, independent of chemical composition, H sin a must exceed a 
critical value if a lava is to advance steadily while rupturing its crust. Thus, assuming that 
lavas tend towards critical conditions, we would expect flow length to be approximately 
proportional to Q'12. 

To test the validity of this trend, we have compiled field data for flow-fields from 15 
terrestrial volcanoes involving lava compositions ranging from K-phonolitic tephrite to 
dacite. Owing to constraints in the data, we have used the mean effusion rate (E = 
volume eruptedleruption duration) as a measure of the flow discharge rate Q. For flow- 
fields containing a single flow (S-type flow fields), E and Q are identical; however, among 
flow fields containing more than one major flow (M-type flow-fields), E is likely to 
underestimate the value of Q for the longest flow. 

Despite the use of mean effusion rate, the general trend of the data conforms to 
an L-E''~ relation. As to be expected, the trend is particularly clear among S-type flow- 
fields; indeed, the few data we have for individual flows in M-type flow-fields also follow 
the length-discharge rate trend for S-type flow fields. 
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Considered separately, the L-E trend among M-type flow-fields appears to be 
better described by a relation with length proportional to E' /~. The change in trend (from 
an L-E'/~ relation) - provisionally attributed to changes in Q with time during eruptions 
implies that the relative difference between Q (for the longest flow) and E (for the whole 
flow field) becomes larger as E decreases. The M flow-field data also shows a clear 
compositional grouping. More silica-rich lavas are characterized by lower mean effusion 
rates, suggesting that E is sensitive to the viscosities which magmas have during their 
ascent. 

To compare single flows on Earth with those on other planets, we can rewrite our 
model L-Q relation in terms of fundamental parameters (so removing H explicitly) to 
obtain that flow length is proportional to ( v ~ ~ g ) ' / ~ ) .  (sin a)'I2. Q5l8. The relation shows only 
a weak dependence of L on lava properties [viscosity v, and densityp] and gravity [g]. 
Compared with Earth, lava flows on Mars and Venus are commonly ten times longer and 
typically travel over shallower slopes. It thus appears that the greater lengths of martian 
and venusian lavas must be attributed to higher discharge rates. This indicates that, with 
respect to terrestrial conditions, magma ascent on Mars and Venus has been 
characterized by some combination of larger driving pressure gradients, smaller initial 
magma viscosities (for a given composition), and feeding systems with larger areas of 
cross-section. 
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